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Exact Macroscopic Description of Phase Segregation in Model Alloys
with Long Range Interactions
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We derive an exact nonlinear nonlocal macroscopic equation for the time evolution of the
conserved order parameterrsr, td of a microscopic model binary alloy undergoing phase segregation: a
d-dimensional lattice gas evolving via Kawasaki exchange dynamics, satisfying detailed balance for a
Hamiltonian with a long range pair potentialgdJsgjxjd. The macroscopic evolution is on the spatial
scaleg21 and time scaleg22, in the limit g ! 0. The domain coarsening, described by interface
motion, is similar to that obtained from the Cahn-Hilliard equation.
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The process of phase segregation in alloys, followin
quench (sudden cooling) from a high temperature into
miscibility gap, is a problem of great practical importan
and theoretical interest. The time evolution of the loc
macroscopic order parameter, e.g., the concentration oA
atoms in a binaryA-B alloy, is commonly described by
the nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation (CHE) [1]. Whil
the derivation of this equation is based on argume
embodying deep physical insight, there does not exist
our knowledge) any microscopic model system, for whi
the CHE, or any modifications of it proposed so far [1
gives the exact macroscopic description.

In this Letter we rigorously derive a macroscop
equation, Eq. (7), describing phase segregation in syst
with long range interactions, the same models who
equilibrium properties are described by the van d
Waals equation of state (with the Maxwell constructio
[2]. This equation, while structurally different from
the CHE, yields similar behavior for the late stages
the coarsening process; this regime appears to be q
universal; see [1].

We begin by giving a simple heuristic derivation of
general CHE as an adaptation of the nonlinear diffus
equation

≠rsr, td
≠t

 === ? fDsrd===rg

 === ? fssrd===meqsrdg

 === ?

∑
ssrd===

µ
dFeq

dr

∂∏
(1)

describing the evolution of a nonuniform macroscopic co
centration profilersr, td toward the uniform equilibrium
state. In (1)Feq 

R
feqsrd dr, D is the diffusion coef-

ficient, meqsrd  f 0
eqsrd is the chemical potential, given

by the derivative of the equilibrium Helmholtz free energ
per unit volumefeqsrd in a system with uniform density
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r, ands is the Onsager mobilitys  xD, wherex 
s≠meqy≠rd21 is the compressibility (or susceptibility).

Equation (1) can be derived rigorously for a variety
microscopic model systems whenr and t are in units
scaled bye21 ande22, respectively, compared to the mi
croscopic units in the limite ! 0 [3]. The dynamics in
these models are generally stochastic (although some
terministic examples are also available), conserve (on
particle number and have the equilibrium Gibbs distrib
tion as the only stationary state. This includes the Isi
model with Kawasaki dynamics forT . Tc in d  2
[4], and the continuous spin Ginzburg-Landau model w
conservative Langevin dynamics, for allT and all dimen-
sions [5]. In the coexistence region the mobilityssrd,
which is always given by a Green-Kubo formula, re
mains finite whilemeqsrd is constant, sox21  0 and
Dsrd  ssrdyxsrd  0 there [6]. Hence, when the
range of densities in a nonuniform system lies within t
miscibility gap, the right-hand side of (1) vanishes. Th
may seem at first paradoxical but one should remem
that we are considering in (1) density variations on t
macroscopic spatial scalee21 which is very large com-
pared to the interaction range. This means that region
size e21 can contain essentially equilibrated domains
both phases. Variations of the density on the spatial sc
e21 can therefore be compensated for by changes in
volume fraction of the two phases. Of course the syst
will still try to aggregate further to reduce interfacial are
but this evolution will occur on a time scale larger tha
e22, so it is not seen in (1).

The CHE with some mobilitys̃srd can be obtained
formally [1] by replacingFeq [and thusmeqsrd] on the
right side of (1) by a free energy functionalF̃ssshrsr, tdjddd

F̃ 
Z

dr f f̃srd 1
1
2 z s===rd2g ,

m  f̃ 0srd 2 z ===2r , (2)
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where f̃srd is a constrained equilibriumfree energy
density which has a single minimum aboveTc and a
double well shape atT , Tc, andz is a constant related
to the surface tension between the phases. This gives
general CHE

≠r

≠t
 === ? hs̃srd===ff̃ 0srd 2 z ===2rgj . (3)

f̃srd is often taken to be a quadratic polynomial inr

and s̃srd set equal to a constant: One then obtains
standardCHE [1,7].

As noted, however, the model systems yielding (1) g
≠ry≠t  0 in the miscibility gap, wheref 00

eqsrd  0, so
(3) does not seem to have any microscopic derivation.
overcome this problem and find a macroscopic equat
which describes exactly the phase segregation of so
microscopic model, we consider the dynamics of a syst
in which the interaction responsible for phase segrega
has a rangeg21, which is large compared to the interpart
cle spacings. The equilibrium properties of such a syst
are well known [2]: Here we consider the evolution
the order parameter on the spatial scaleg21 (or a hundred
times as large).

The particles live in a cubeLg of side lg21, on
the d-dimensional latticeZd. The time evolution of the
configurationht at time t, specified byhtsxd  0 or 1
for all x [ Lg , proceeds via a Kawasaki type exchan
dynamics, specified by giving the rate for the exchan
of the occupancy of nearest neighbor sitesx andy (using
periodic boundary conditions) in the configurationsh, i.e.,
for the transitionh ! hx,y . We take this rate to be

cgsx, y; hd  exph2 1
2 bfHgshx,yd 2 Hgshdgj , (4)

whereb $ 0 is the reciprocal temperature, and

Hgshd  2
1
2

X
x,y[Lg

gdJsssgsx 2 yddddhsxdhs yd (5)

and Jsrd $ 0 is a smooth function with
R

Jsrd dr  a.
We choosel to be much larger than the range ofJsrd,
so we do not have to worry about periodicity, an
for simplicity let Jsrd depend only onjrj; the anisotropic
case can be treated too [8]. Assume furthermore t
J is decreasing injrj. The dynamics (4) satisfie
detailed balance with respect to the Gibbs meas
Z21

N expf2bHgshdg, with any fixed total number of par
ticles N 

P
x[Lg

hsxd, which is the unique stationary
measure (forN fixed).

We are interested in initial conditions described by
probability distributionsProbgd on the configuration space
(Probg can be concentrated on one configuration) su
that wheng ! 0, the typical microscopic configuration
resembles more and more a smooth profiler0 stretched
by g21, where r0 is a smooth function fromT d, the
d-dimensional torus of lengthl, to [0,1]. More precisely,
the
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we shall require that for any continuous functionfsrd on
Td and everyd . 0

lim
g!0

Probg

√É
gd

X
x[Lg

fsgxdhsxd2

Z
Td

fsrdr0srd dr

É
. d

!
 0 . (6)

Condition (6) is clearly satisfied if Probg is such that
khsxdl  r0sgxd for all x in Lg and the occupation num
bers of the sites are independent but this is not requir
We could, for example, also have initial conditions co
centrated on single periodic configurations, etc. Our th
orem now says that (6) holds also in the limitg ! 0 for
htg22 , if we replacer0 with rsr, td, the solution of the
integro-differential equation:

≠trsr, td  === ?

∑
===rsr, td 2 brsr, td sss1 2 rsr, tdddd

3
Z

Td
===Jsr 2 r0drsr0d dr0

∏
(7)

with initial value rsr, 0d  r0srd. Equation (7) is valid
for all b and t [ f0, `d, including the miscibility gap.
Existence and uniqueness of a suitable weak solution
(7) globally in time are part of the proof of this theorem
Moreover, it can be shown thatrsr, td is bounded between
0 and 1 and that ifr0srd is smooth, thenrsr, td is smooth.
Further results on the behavior of this particle system
a macroscopic scale can be found in [9].

The result stated here is proven in [8] using the tec
nique introduced in [10]; see also [9]. It is essential
a consequence of the fact that, in a nearest neigh
exchange, due to the long range interactions, the ene
difference is of orderg. Hence, the dynamics is a su
perposition of a Laplacian and a weakfOsgdg asymmetric
perturbation which generates, on the macroscopic scal
force term given by the gradient of the (long range) e
ergy density atr,

R
Jsr 2 r0drsr0d dr0. This force term

is multiplied by a conductivitybrs1 2 rd: b measures
the bias introduced in the exchange ratescg, given in (4),
by energy differences, whilers1 2 rd gives the rate at
which exchanges actually take place when a particular
is picked at random and the system islocally described
by a product measure with average densityr. We note
that the product measure is the correct equilibrium m
sure for ourreferencesystem, i.e., the system without th
weak long range interactionJ.

The analysis and (7) remain unchanged if we repla
(4) with a general ratecgsx, y; hd  Fsss bfHgshx,yd 2

Hgshdgddd which satisfies the detailed balance condition [
FsEd  Fs2Ed exps2Ed as long as we rescale our tim
by Fs0d andF is smooth.
1095
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It is now an observation, which at first sight appea
surprising, that (7) can be rewritten in the form

≠rsr, td
≠t

 === ?

∑
s0srd===

µ
dF 0

dr

∂∏
, (8)

wheres0srd  brs1 2 rd and

F 0shrjd 
Z

f0
c sssrsrdddd dr

1
1
4

Z Z
Jsr 2 r0d frsrd 2 rsr0dg2 dr dr0

(9)

with f0
c srd  f0

eqsrd 2
1
2 ar2 and f0

eqsrd  2b21ssrd;
ssrd  2r ln r 2 s1 2 rd lns1 2 rd. f0

eqsrd is clearly just
the free energy density of the reference system wh
F 0shrjd, which is a nonlocal functional of the density,
just the total constrained free energy of this system in
limit g ! 0; see [2,11]. Forr constant the second term
in (9) vanishes, andf0

c srd is in fact the correct equilibrium
free energy density as long asb # bc  1yTc  4a21.
If b . bc, f0

c srd has a double minimum atr  r
6
b ,

the two nontrivial solutions of lnfrys1 2 rdg  basr 2

1y2d, and the correct free energy is then obtained by
double tangent construction [2,11].

The mobility s0srd, as in (1), is justxD, with x 
x0  brs1 2 rd and D  D0  1 for the reference
system [3]. It is this, at first sight fortuitous, coincidenc
of x0 with the conductivity appearing in front of the
long range force term on the right side of (7) whic
makes it possible to transform (7) into the physically mo
revealing form (8). Further thought shows, however, th
the form (8) is really forced by the requirement th
the Gibbs measure exph2bHgjyZN be stationary for the
dynamics. This is most easily seen by adding to
reference system notHg but a one body external potentia
Ugshd 

P
x Usgxdhsxd, in which case the integral in (7

is replaced by=Usrd. The coincidence is now simply
the Einstein relation (or linear response theory) betwe
the conductivity for the current induced by the wea
perturbationUg and the diffusion coefficientD0 of the
reference system; cf. Refs. [2], p. 233–234 and [12].

The superscript zero in (8) and (9) is to remind us th
our reference system is one in which there are no sh
range interactions (except for the hard core exclus
preventing multiple occupancy at a site). We consid
now the macroscopic dynamics of a system in whi
there is also a short range interactionHsshd, making
the total energyH  Hs 1 Hg . The system evolves
microscopically according to a Kawasaki exchange r
cgsx, y; hd which satisfies detailed balance with respe
to the Gibbs measure, exph2bfHs 1 HggjyZN (ZN is
the corresponding canonical partition function). T
dynamics of this system, at a temperatureb21 above
the critical temperature of the reference system, w
1096
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again be a superposition of diffusive dynamics for t
reference system and a current linear in the force com
from the weak long range interaction. Using the sa
reasoning as before, the conductivity coefficient in fro
of this force, given by the integral in (7), must, by th
stationarity of equilibrium measure (Einstein relation),
equal to the mobilitys of the reference system. It i
known [2,11] that the constrained free energy of such
system is obtained from those withHs  0 by replacing
in the integrand of (9)f0

eqsrd by feqsrd, the equilibrium
free energy density of the reference system with sh
range HamiltonianHsshd. Hence we expect that th
macroscopic evolution of such a system will again
given by an equation of the form (8) and (9) without th
superscript zero, i.e.,f0

c ! feq 2 s1y2dar2 (which may
have two minima, so that there will be phase segregati
ands0 ! s  xD, whereD is the diffusion coefficient
(generallyr dependent) andx the susceptibility of the
reference system. This has already been proven explic
in some cases [13] and it is surely quite general.

We shall now compare solutions of the evolution (
with those of the CHE [(2) and (3)] in the late stage
the domain coarsening process [1]: At this stage th
are well defined interfaces between domains of line
sizes L, large compared to that of the interface widt
in which the densities are close to those of the pu
phasesr

6
b . In this sharp interface limit, the CHE has

been studied analytically, mostly by means of form
matched asymptotic expansions [7,14,15] and this ty
of analysis is extended in [8] to Eq. (7). Since in th
regime the mean curvature of the boundary of the doma
is Os1yLd, the local structure of the interface is give
in first approximation by the one dimensionalinstantonic
solutions of (7). These are stationary solutionsUbszd
of (7) which depend only on one coordinate ofr (in
this caser is in Rd), say z  r1, which connect in a
monotone increasing way the lowsr

2
b d and highsr

1
b d

density phases, i.e.,Ubszd ! r
6
b asz ! 6`. Once we

fix Ubs0d  1y2, there is only one (smooth)instantonic
profile [16], given by the solution of

mbszd  tanh

Ω
b

2

Z
J̃sz 2 z0dmbsz0d dz0

æ
, (10)

where mbszd  2Ubszd 2 1 and J̃sr1d R
Rd21 Jsrd dr2 · · · drd.
Let us now consider the evolution Eq. (7) on a tor

LV, where V is a fixed d-dimensional torus. Setting
x  L21r andtq  L2qt, rLsx, tqd  rsLx, Lqtqd, the
equation becomes

L22q≠tq rLsx, tqd  ===fssssrLsx, tqdddd===mLsx, tqdg (11)

in which mLsrLd sx, td  2s0sssrLsx, tdddd 2 b
R

JLsx 2

x0drLsx0, td dx0 andJLsxd  LdJsLxd.
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We are interested in cases in whichrLsx, 0d  r
6
b 1

Os1yLd unlessx is at a distanceOs1yLd from a (hy-
per)surfaceG0 , V, which is the interface. In the thin
fOs1yLdg layer around the interface,rL will be approxi-
mated by a stationary instanton. The relevant time sc
for such an initial condition is given byq  3, as for
the CHE [7,14]. A formal asymptotic expansion, bas
mainly on the assumption that the interface is stable,
be used (as in [7] for the CHE) to study the evolution
the interfaceGt3 for t3 positive. One obtains [8] that the
normal velocity of a pointx on Gt3 is given by

V3sxd 
sb

2r
1
b 2 1

fn ? ===m1g 6 sxd , (12)

where nsxd is the unit normal at the pointx of the
interface, pointing in the direction of the denser pha
sb  br

1
b s1 2 r

1
b d  br

2
b s1 2 r

2
b d is the mobility

on the homogeneous phase. The expression betw
square brackets is the jump of the normal derivat
of the first order correction to the chemical potent
fmL  m0 1 L21m1 1 OsL22dg across the interface, in
the directionn. Such a correction can be computed
solving the following static problem:

Dm1sxd  0 for x [ V1
t3

< V2
t3

,
m1sxd  2SbKsxdys2r

1
b 2 1d for x [ Gt3 ,

(13)

in which we have used the natural decomposition ofV

into an interface and the domainsV6
t3

of the opposite
phasessV  V1

t3
< V2

t3
< Gt3 d. Moreover, in (13)m1

is a continuous function onV which is at least twice
differentiable in V1

t3
< V2

t3
, Ksxd is d 2 1 times the

mean curvature of the interface atx and Sb is the
surface tension for the model (i.e., the free energy den
associated with the instantonic solutionUb , see [17])
which can be written as

Sb 
1
2

Z
R3R

≠zUbszdUbsz0d sz0 2 zdJ̃sz 2 z0d dz dz0.

(14)

The geometric motion generated byV3sxdnsxd is
known as thesymmetric solidification modelor Mullins-
Sekerkamotion [18]. A trivial extension of [7], to include
a mobility term, shows that in the same scaling the CH
gives rise to the same interface evolution (12) and (1
The only change is in the surface tension, which in t
CHE case is given bySb  z

R
f≠zUCH

b szdg2 dz, where
UCH

b szd is the instantonic solution for the CHE withb
dependence. A way of introducing the temperature in
CHE is given in [15] and, forb finite, Ub andUCH

b are
qualitatively similar. However (see [8]),Ub approaches
a step function asb approaches infinity, which is not th
case forUCH

b , for fixed z .
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d
n
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In [8] we argue that also on the diffusive time sca
[q  2 in (11)], that is the case in which the density
the bulk is not yet relaxed to the equilibrium one; th
CHE equation and (7) show a very similar behavior. A
the same is true in the limitb ! `, in which V3 [given
in (12)] vanishes and the motion (surface diffusion) h
to be observed on the time scaleq  4: The analogous
result for CHE is shown in [15].

We conclude by noting that we have derived rigorous
a macroscopic equation describing phase segrega
in alloys with long range interactionsgdJsgxd, whose
only inputs are the equilibrium free energy density a
diffusion constant of the reference system. The late st
coarsening described by this equation, in which the det
of J enter only in determining the surface tension, is in t
same universality class as the CHE [1].
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